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Using the measured directions in calculations, due to the inherent errors that occur in any measurement, conducts 
to obtaining multiple values for the same point. Therefore before the final calculations of the triangulation, are made 
compensations calculations, aiming to obtain for each point that is to be determined, only one and the most probable value 
of his coordinates.Triangulation networks of higher order are compensated by rigorous methods: indirect measurements 
method (variation of point coordinates) and conditional measurement method (variation of angles and directions). 
 






The basic geodetic network of our country was 
conducted from 1950-1960 by the Military 
Topographic Directorate, conceived as a unified 
network structured on order.  
The compensation was done on orders and 
groups.  
The method used was that of conditional 
measurements.  
For unitary representation in a given projection 
system, the areas that are to be made various 
engineering works, is necessary that the 
measurements to be linked to support points whose 
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Geodetic points are grouped in two categories 
namely: geodetic points for establishing the plane 
coordinates X and Y in a certain reference system and 
geodetic points for establishing the heights (quotas) 
from the surface of the reference ellipsoid. The first 
category of points form the geodetic planimetric 
network and the second category form the state 
leveling network [1]. 
The geodesic triangulation of higher order 
consists of points of I, II, III and IV order which are 
performed along parallels and meridians, forming the 
so-called primary network that connects networks of 
neighboring countries [3]. 
The triangulation of inferior order, also called 
the topographic triangulation, constitute the 
enrichment network and consists of points of order 
V. The topographic triangulation is used to 
supplement (thickening) the support networks in 
order to bind detailed measurements of geodetic 
points.  
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2. Material and Method 
 
In triangulation networks are always measured 
a much higher number of dirrections than is 
necessary for determining the positions of new 
points. The direction which are measured in addition 
allow to discover errors in measurements and 
calculations to make judgments on the accuracy of 
field observations, to determine more precisely the 
coordinates of points. 
Using the measured directions in calculations, 
due to the inherent errors that occur in any 
measurement, conducts to obtaining multiple values 
for the same point. Therefore before the final 
calculations of the triangulation, are made 
compensations calculations, aiming to obtain for 
each point that is to be determined, only one and the 
most probable value of his coordinates. 
Triangulation networks of higher order are 
compensated by rigorous methods: indirect 
measurements method (variation of point 
coordinates) and conditional measurement method 
(variation of angles and directions). 
Correction values determined by the indirect 
measurements method are applied to the  coordinates 
of the points and the ones obtained through the 
conditional measurements method refers to the 
angles and sides and respond to the geometry of 
network conditions. 
By applying both methods are obtained the 
same results, but the calculations volume needed for 
compensationg is different depending on the 
geometric configuration of the network. 
 
3. Results and Discusions 
 
Verification of the network in terms of 
planimetric involves determining the plane 
coordinates of geodetic points using as known sizes 
the plane coordinates of other geodetic points (given 
sizes) and directions of the link between geodetic 
points (measured sizes).  
As given sizes are considered the plane 
coordinates of points Călău Forest and Peana Hill, 
points that form the basis of initial network, marked 
with dual line in Fig. 1. 
The coordinates of the triangulation network 






Figure 1. Triangulation network 
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Table 1. Coordinates of the triangulation network 
 
 
In the field phase were positioned the stations 
in each of the other four points and lectures were 
taken of the directions of each point, the lectures are 
presented in Table 2.  
Knowing that the network teken into study has 
more known elements than required, we follow that 
we are dealing with an open network dependent. In 
such a network are formed following conditions: 
- Geometrial conditions  
- Conditions of figure, 
- Conditions for the horizon tour 
- Pole conditions. 
 
 
                   Table 2. Measured dirrections 




[ g c cc ] 
Hoia 
Dl. Peana 1 190.0715 
Dl. Florești 2 248.7139 
Păd. Călău 3 288.7428 
Dl. Peana 
Păd. Călău 4 322.9980 
Dl. Florești 5 347.0183 
Dl. Hoia 6 390.0718 
Păd. Călău 
Dl. Hoia 7 88.74280 
Dl. Florești 8 107.8534 
Dl. Peana 9 122.9980 
Dl. Florești 
Dl. Hoia 10 48.71390 
Dl. Peana 11 147.0183 







From the theory of conditional 
measurements results that the total geometric 
conditions that must be accomplished by a 
triangulation network, determines the appropriate 
number of equations conditions.  
To solve the normal system of equations first 
are calculated the correlates coefficients, using the 
coefficients of the equations of errors. 
Thus, these equations, form the equations 






1 6 7 1
2 3 8 2
4 5 9 3
7 8 9 4
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Using the triangular scheme Gauss Doolittle 
(Table 4) was solved the normal equations system of 
correlates and in the free terms column (column no. 
6) are noted the un-closures "w" expressed in 
seconds.  
Calculations in Gaussian-Dollitlle scheme are 
verified by two checks: one in the red line (optional 
control) and the second in the line containing the sum 
equation (compulsory control). 
 
The corrections values vi were determined 
in Table 5 using the correlates ki. In table 6 was 
made the control specific for conditional 
measurements: [VV] = - [kw]. Initially, from the 
coordinates, was calculated the orientation for the 
basis side . .Pad Calau Dl Peana

, and using this 
orientation we calculate all the others orientations 
(Fig. 2). 
 
Table 4. Gauss-Doolittle scheme 
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Figure 2. Orientation sketch 
 
The calculation of the sides, it starts from a 
measured base or a base determined from the points 
coordinates of higher order. As base was chosen the 
side Păd. Călău - Dl. Peana. 
 
2 2
. . . . . . 17205.54Pad Calau Dl Peana Pad Calau Dl Peana Pad Calau Dl PeanaD X Y m       
 
Using the base length and successively 
applying sine theorem, will obtain the length of the  
 
sides of triangles that form the studied network 
(Table 7). 
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Table 7. Length of the triangle sides 
 
 
The end of the compensation is given by a 
control obtained by calculating the compensated 
coordinates of the network points and compare them 
with those initially intended as fixed elements.  
In Table 8 was carried out the calculation of 
the coordinates of the four points. The comparison 
with the original coordinates obtained after 
compensation is shown in Table 9. 
 
 




Table 9. Comparison between the initial coordinates and the compensated coordinates 
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After the calculations it appears that the 
differences between the calculated coordinates and 
the initial ones are integrated in the tolerance of +/-
15 cm, so it can be concluded that the geodetic 
network is stable. 
For the network taken into study, being a 
simple network with a relatively small number of 
initial points, as a method of compensation was used 
the conditional measurements method. In the case of 
this method it should be taken care when it is 
established the number of necessary and sufficient of 
condition equations that is determined from 
additional number of measurements.  
Otherwise there may be some drawbacks as the 
omission of the condition equations or writing 
equations that constitute the consequence of other 
equations. In the case of omitting some equations, the 
final results of compensation will be inaccurate 
because they will verify the conditions omitted, 
resulting in an incomplete geometric network.  
In order to process the measurements made in 
a geodesic triangulation network it is important in the 
first stage, to determine the number of geometric 
conditions, to be known the form of the geometric 
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